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ABSTRACT

Successful and e�cient crisis management depends on the availability of all accessible relevant information on the
incidents during a crisis. The sources of this information are very often multiple and manifold – in particular in the
case of environmental crises such as wild fires, floods, drought, etc. For the sta� of the control centres it can be
a challenge to follow up on all of them. In this paper, we present work in progress on an automatic multilingual
incident report generator that produces summaries of all environmental incidents communicated by citizens or
authorities in a given time range for a given region in terms of a text message, an audio, a video or an image and
analyzed by dedicated modules into uniform knowledge representation structures.
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INTRODUCTION

Successful and e�cient crisis management depends on the availability of all accessible relevant information.
Especially in the case of environmental crises such as wild fires, floods, drought, etc. the sources and types of
this information are manifold. One of the sources that plays nowadays a very significant role is the population.
Often, the citizens are the first to detect an incident and to broadcast it in social media or communicate it directly
to the authorities. As a rule, several posts or calls on the same incident are received in a short period of time;
in some cases, such as, e.g., flood in an urban area, they go into hundreds per hour. For authorities, it can thus
be a challenge to attend all of them. On the other side, while they are on the same incident, this does not mean
that it su�ces to take note of just of one of them (e.g., the latest): they may contain di�erent details or provide
complementary views that can be useful for the assessment of the situation. In our work in progress, we explore
how Natural Language Processing techniques can be used to automatically analyze the information received from
di�erent sources (and potentially also in di�erent languages), summarize it and generate an incident report in the
language of the preference of the addressee. In what follows, we focus on the incident report generator.
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In the past, report generation techniques have been used in the context of environmental information generation (see,
e.g., (Goldberg et al. 1994; Reiter et al. 2005) for weather report generation, (Wanner, Bohnet, et al. 2010) for air
quality bulletin generation, or (Bouayad-Agha et al. 2012; Wanner, Bosch, et al. 2015) for more generic environmental
report generation), disaster news recognition (Domala et al. 2020), disaster categorization (Ketmaneechairat and
Maliyaem 2020), and so on. Our work is most similar to (Rudra et al. 2016), where multiple Twitter messages on
crises incidents are summarized using an abstractive summarization strategy, under the avoidance of repetition.
However, there are very important di�erences between our work and theirs. Firstly, the backbone of our framework
are ontology-based knowledge repositories, while Rudra et al. stay at the text stratum. This allows us to (i) reflect in
the report not only textual or audio data, but also information extracted from videos, images, and structured data;
(ii) take into account heterogeneous information sources (e.g., social media, authority briefs, etc.). Secondly, we use
dedicated report generation techniques, while they apply (abstract) summarization techniques. Like this, we ensure
flexibility in wording and the possibility to deliver the report in the language of the preference of the addressee.

The presented work has been carried out in the context of the European H2020 Project beAWARE1; see (Karakostas
et al. 2018) for a general overview. In what follows, we introduce the beAWARE framework in which our generator
is embedded, present our approach to multilingual incident generation, and summarize the state of our work.

OVERVIEW OF THE BEAWARE FRAMEWORK

The current experimental version of our incident generator is embedded into the more complex framework of an
integrated solution of beAWARE, which aims to support forecasting, early warnings, transmission and routing of
the emergency data, aggregated analysis of multimodal data and management of the coordination between the first
responders and the authorities; cf. Figure 1. The incident report generator, which is the topic of this paper, is
highlighted by a red box.

Figure 1. Snapshot of the relevant segment of the beAWARE framework into which the incident generator
(highlighted by a red box) is embedded

As shown in the figure, the beAWARE framework handles di�erent types of input information: audio, images,
video (including drone shootings), and text (including social media). This information is analyzed and its content is
injected into an RDF-based Knowledge Base (KB), organized in terms of time, location, type of information, etc.
The report generator is invoked by the User via the Knowledge Base Service (KBS); for details on the structure of
the ontologies in the beAWARE KB and the KBS, see (Kontopoulos et al. 2018).

1https://beaware-project.eu/
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SETUP OF THE REPORT GENERATOR

The Report Generator (RG) is composed of two main submodules: content selection and linguistic generation; cf.
Figure 2.

Figure�2.�The�general�structure�of�the�incident�generator

The�content�selection�submodule�selects�from�the�KB�the�content�that�is�to�be�communicated�to�the�User�in�terms�of�
an�incident�report.�The�content�selection�strategies�di�er�depending�on�the�original�source�of�the�content:�video�/
image�or�audio�/�text.�For�videos�and�images,�the�incident�type�is�identified,�and�the�participants�in�the�incident�are�
collected.� If�two�di�erent�incidents�of�the�same�type�(e.g.,�fire)�are�reported�in�the�same�request,�the�participants�are�
aggregated�into�a�single,�generic�incident�of�that�type.�For�text�and�audio,�the�content�selection�is�more�complex�
due�to�the�richer�relations�between�participants�derived�by�the�text�analysis�module.�The�content�extraction�first�
identifies�the�di�erent�content�items�to�be�included�in�the�report:� incident�type,�object,�location�and�qualitative�
modifiers�(strong,�weak,�etc.).�Once�all�items�have�been�identified,�again�aggregation�is�applied�and�duplicated�
incidents�are�filtered�out�in�order�to�avoid�repetition.�We�have�chosen�to�use�a�dedicated�content�selection�strategy�
instead�of�generic�ontology�summarization�(Pouriyeh�et�al.�2018)�because�we�need�to�ensure�that�specific�content�
item�types�are�selected.�Before�the�selected,�aggregated�and�filtered�content�is�passed�to�the�linguistic�generator,�it�is�
casted�into�a�JSON�interface�format�and�mapped�onto�a�conceptual�structure�(see�an�example�of�such�a�conceptual�
structure�in�Figure�3�in�the�next�section);�for�details�on�the�mapping,�see�(Mille,�Symeonidis,�et�al.�2020).

As�Multilingual�Report�Generation�(MRG)�submodule,�we�use�the�freely�available�rule-based�FORGe�Generator�
(Mille,�Carlini,�Burga,�et�al.�2017),�whose�multilingual�grammars�have�been�extended�to�cope�with�the�specialized�
discourse�of�crisis�management.� In�general,�there�are�three�main�approaches�to�generating�texts�from�ontologies:
(i)�filling�slot�values�in�predefined�sentence�templates�(McRoy�et�al.�2003),�(ii)�applying�grammars�that�encode�
di�erent�types�of�linguistic�knowledge�(Varges�and�Mellish�2001;�Wanner,�Bohnet,�et�al.�2010;�Bouayad-Agha�et�al.�
2012;�Androutsopoulos�et�al.�2013),�and�(iii)�predicting�the�most�appropriate�output�based�on�machine�learning�
models�(Castro�Ferreira�et�al.�2020;�Belz�et�al.�2011).�A�number�of�systems�also�combine�(i)�and�(iii),�filling�the�slot�
values�of�pre-existing�templates�using�neural�network�techniques�(Nayak�et�al.�2017).�Template-based�generators�are�
very�robust,�but�also�limited�in�terms�of�portability�since�new�templates�need�to�be�defined�for�every�new�domain,�
style,� language,�etc.� Machine� learning-based�generators�have� the�best�coverage,�but� they�require�a�significant�
volume�of�training�material,�which�is�not�available�in�our�case.�Furthermore,�state-of-the-art�Neural�Network-based�
NLG�still�su�ers�from�“hallucination”,�i.e.,�verbalization�of�content�that�is�not�present�in�the�input�structure,�and�
omission�of�some�content�items�that�are�present�in�the�input�structure.� Both�hallucination�and�omission�cannot�
be�tolerated�in�such�a�highly�sensitive�application�as�crisis�management.� The�development�of�grammar-based�
generators�is�time-consuming�and�they�usually�have�coverage�issues,�but�they�do�not�require�training�material,�allow�
for�a�greater�control�over�the�outputs�(e.g.,�for�mitigating�errors�or�tuning�the�output�to�a�desired�style),�and�the�
linguistic�knowledge�used�for�one�domain�or�language�can�be�reused�for�other�domains�and�languages.

The�MRG�generates� two� types�of�reports:� (i)�summaries�of�all� incidents�sent�by� the�KBS�(SumALL)�and�(ii)�
summaries�of� incidents�per� time� frame� (SumTIME).� In�practice,� the�data�are� the�same,�but� the�way� they�are�
being�processed�di�ers.�For�SumALL,�if�an�incident�is�exactly�the�same�as�a�previous�incident,�it�is�not�reported�
whereas,�for�SumTIME�identical�incidents�can�be�reported�more�than�once�across�time�frames�(but�not�within�the�
same�time�frame).�For�instance,�if�the�KBS�sends�four�events�of�fire�reported�in�Valencia�in�three�di�erent�time�
frames,�SumALL�will�only�return�one�“Fire�in�Valencia”�statement,�while�SumTIME�will�return�three�“Fire�in�
Valencia”�statements�(one�for�each�time�frame).�Currently,�we�use�hourly�time�frames�for�all�types�of�incidents.�
This�is�a�simplification�since�the�optimal�granularity�certainly�depends�on�the�type�of�the�incident�(e.g.,�for�strong�
rain,�an�hourly�frame�can�be�considered�as�adequate,�while�for�a�wild�fire�under�strong�wind�conditions�it�is�not).�
Furthermore,�so�far�we�do�not�put�in�temporal�relation�incidents�of�di�erent�types�whose�occurrence�in�a�specific�
time�lag�may�lead�to�a�critical�event.
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Figure 3. Sample conceptual structures that encode the content of the report under generation

Figure 4. Semantic structures that correspond to the Conceptual structures in Figure 3

Figure 5. Deep-syntactic structures derived from the semantic structures in Figure 4
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Figure 6. Surface-syntactic structures derived from the deep-syntactic structures in Figure 5

Figure 7. Deep-morphological structures derived from the surface-syntactic structures in Figure 6

Figure 8. A sample surface-morphological structure derived from the surface-syntactic structure in Figure 7

ILLUSTRATION OF THE FUNCTION OF THE INCIDENT GENERATOR

The FORGe generator is grounded in a multilayer linguistic model (Mel’Ãuk 2015). Each layer formally describes
linguistic structures at a specific level of abstraction:2 1. conceptual, 2. semantic, 3. deep-syntactic, 4. surface-
syntactic, 5. deep-morphological, and 6. surface-morphological. The generation of a sentence in a specific language
consists thus of a sequence of projections of a given sentence structure from layer 8 to layer 8 + 1, starting from
the conceptual structure. The projections are defined by layer pair- and language-specific graph transduction
grammars (Bohnet and Wanner 2010). In the case that several structures are available at one layer, they are (partially)
aggregated by the corresponding aggregation grammars.

In what follows, we illustrate the generation of an incident report fragment in English. We start from the conceptual
structures shown in Figure 3. As can be observed, they contain several isolated statements related to the same
location, namely La Devesa, a statement on heat in Valencia and two general risk statements, one on strong wind and
the other on heat. Before the conceptual structures are projected onto the corresponding semantic structures, two of

2See (Mel’Ãuk 2015) for the theoretical background of the linguistic model and the justification of each of its layers.
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the statements related to La Devesa are aggregated. Figure 4 shows the resulting semantic structures. Semantic
structures di�er from conceptual structures in that they are language- specific and more detailed; they encode the
linguistic predicate-argument structures (e.g. the predicate detect has two arguments, the detecting entity, A1, and
the detected entity, A2). The deep-syntactic structures are obtained from the semantic structures (Figure 5). As can
be observed, the deep-syntactic structures already predetermine the structures of the sentences that are about to be
generated in terms of deep-syntactic relations (argumental relations I, II, etc., and non-argumental ones such as
ATTR used for structuring the sentence). They also contain all meaningful lexical items, not only the semantic
items, as the semantic structures do (see, e.g., the preposition in and the conjunction and). The deep-syntactic
structures are mapped onto the surface-syntactic structures (Figure 6), which display also such auxiliary words as
the verb be and the grammatical relations between words (such as, e.g., NMOD (for ‘nominal modifier’), SBJ (for
‘subject’), etc.). In the projection from the surface-syntactic to deep-morphological structures, the word order is
determined and the morphological agreements are resolved. Figure 7 shows one of the obtained deep-morphological
structures. From the deep-morphological structures, finally, the surface-morphological structures are derived, as
illustrated in Figure 8.

The conceptual structures are very similar to the Facts in ILEX’s Content potential structures (O’Donnell et al.
2001), or the Message triples in NaturalOWL (Androutsopoulos et al. 2013), with the di�erence that all nodes
in the conceptual structures are intended to represent atomic meanings (e.g. risk + fire as opposed to riskFire),
allowing for more flexible aggregation and sentence structuring. The first part of the generation pipeline, which
produces aggregated conceptual graphs, is also comparable to ILEX, while the surface realisation is largely inspired
by MARQUIS (Wanner, Bohnet, et al. 2010). Our generator shares not only its general architecture with these
two systems, but also the use of lexical resources with subcategorisation information and of a multilingual core of
rules (see next section). One of the specificities of our pipeline is that two types of aggregation take place during
generation, one at the predicate-argument level (in a NaturalOWL fashion), and one at the syntactic level; see
more details on the di�erent levels and the di�erent types of rules in (Wanner, Bohnet, et al. 2010) and (Mille,
Dasiopoulou, et al. 2019).

EXTENSIONS OF THE GENERATOR FOR CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Extensions of language-independent rules

For the specific needs of the crisis management use case, the main improvement was the development of new
aggregation grammars that combine the conceptual structures together into what will be realized as a single sentence,
in a way that supports the summaries that need to be provided by the platform. With the extension of the aggregation
grammars, there are 5 main types of aggregation currently supported; each type includes several subtypes based on
the context in which the contents to be aggregated appear. We describe here the 5 types of aggregations that take
place within the conceptual/predicate-argument templates, which involve the following types of components:

• Predicates Pn, which usually correspond to a main verb: report, detect, impact, overflow, etc.

• Arguments An, which are the participants of the predicates: fire, flood, person, building, river, etc.

• Argument slots Sn, which are the type of relation that links a predicate with an argument: first slot (someone
detects), second slot (something is detected), etc.

• Locations Ln, which specify the place where the event denoted by the predicate or the argument took place:
el Saler, Mateotti Square, Valencia, etc.

• Times Tn, which specify the time point when the event denoted by the predicate or the argument took place:
2PM, midnight, etc. These are usually not verbalized by the MRG pipeline since the reports are sent together
with the corresponding time stamp.

The aggregation rules examine all predicate-argument templates, and group two or more of them (the same value for
the index n indicates sameness; new or updated aggregation types are denoted “New” and “Updated” respectively):

1. Fusion of predicate and one argument (Updated): if two or more predicates, one of their arguments and the
relation between them (the argument slot) are the same, we bring the other arguments/locations together,
either by coordinating or juxtaposing them, depending on the configuration.

Coordination: [Fire]�1(1 [detected]%1 [in Valencia]!1 + [Fire]�1(1 [detected]%1 [in el Saler]!2 = Fire
detected in Valencia and el Saler.

Juxtaposition: [Fire]�1(1 [detected]%1 [in Valencia]!1 + [Fire]�1(1 [detected]%1 [at 2PM])1 = Fire detected
in Valencia at 2PM.
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2. Fusion of predicate and location (or time) (Updated): if a predicate and the location (or time) is the same, but
one argument is di�erent (but with the same slot), the arguments are coordinated.

[Two persons]�1(1 [are impacted]%1 [in Valencia]!1 + [Three dogs]�2(1 [are impacted]%1 [in Valencia]!1

= Two persons and three dogs are impacted in Valencia.

3. Fusion of predicate only (Updated): if two predicates have di�erent arguments with the same argument slot,
we coordinate the arguments.

[Fire]�1(1 [detected]%1 + [Smoke]�2(1 [detected]%1 = Fire and smoke detected.

4. Coordination of predicates (New): if two predicates are the same but have no argument slot in common, or
have one argument slot in common but the argument is not the same, the predicates are coordinated. In this
case, the second occurrence of the verb is elided in order to avoid repetitions.

[Two persons]�1(1 [are impacted]%1 [in Valencia]!1 + [Three persons]�2(1 [are impacted]%1 [in el Saler]!2

= Two persons are impacted in Valencia and three persons in el Saler.

5. Fusion of one argument only (Updated): if two arguments are the same, but the surrounding elements are
di�erent, we introduce an embedded clause (relative or participial clause). This type of aggregation covers
what is referred to as subject progression and object progression in the literature.

[Fire]�1(1 [detected]%1 [in Valencia]!1 + [Fire]�1(1 [reported]%2 [in el Saler]!2 = Fire, which was detected
in Valencia, is reported in el Saler.

Note�that�the�rules�sometimes�find�more�than�one�possible�aggregation,�but�only�one�type�applies�at�a�time.�However,�
there�are�two�rounds�of�aggregation,�which�means�that�complex�aggregations�are�possible:�Fire,�which�was�detected�
in�Valencia,�is�reported�in�el�Saler�and�la�Devesa.

In�addition�to�adding�functionalities�to�the�generator,�some�issues�detected�during�intermediate�assessments�were�
fixed.� Indeed,�even�though�the�original�FORGe�received�good�evaluation�marks�at�the�WebNLG�challenge�(Gardent�
et�al.�2017),�after�an�error�analysis�of�FORGe’s�outputs,�we�found�a�series�of�general�problems�impairing�the�quality�
of�the�generated�texts�in�terms�of�contents�and�grammaticality.� In�particular:� (i)�some�properties�were�not�verbalized�
due�to�the�failure�to�produce�relative�clauses�in�some�specific�cases;�(ii)�the�aggregations�were�at�times�excessive,�
erroneously�merging�verbs�with�di�erent�tenses�or�failing�to�choose�the�right�structure�(e.g.�X�impacted�Y,�which�was�
impacted�by�Z,�instead�of�X�and�Z�were�impacted�by�Y),�failing�to�merge�(e.g.�X�was�impacted�by�Y.�Z�was�impacted�
by�Y),�or�leading�to�an�ungrammatical�outcome,�with�for�instance�the�presence�of�several�also;�(iii)�the�construction�
of�some�relative�clauses�were�faulty,�as�e.g.�X�can�a�variation�of�which�be�Y,�instead�of�X,�which�can�be�a�variation�of�
Y;�(iv)�the�referring�expression�module�was�applying�excessively,�resulting�in�ambiguous�pronouns,�and�sometimes�
incorrectly�pronominalizing�non-human�entities�with�he,�or�failing�to�pronominalize�locations,�such�as�in�A�fire�
has�been�detected�in�Valencia.�Fire�in�Valencia.,�the�second�sentence�being�more�naturally�rendered�by�Fire�there;
(v)�some�grammatical�agreements�were�not�solved;�(vi)�some�determiners�were�erroneously�introduced,�and�some�
others�not�in�the�correct�form�(a�instead�of�an).�Many�occurrences�of�these�issues�were�fixed�in�the�grammars,�by�
modifying�and�adding�rules,�and�some�new�features�were�added,�as�for�instance�new�rules�to�cover�more�cases�of�
embedded�clauses�generation.�For�extending�the�grammars,�we�used�a�collection�of�domain-specific�inputs,�6�and�7�
triple�inputs�from�the�WebNLG�2017/2020�training�data,�and�the�whole�WebNLG�2017/2020�development�sets.

Extensions�of�the�multilingual�rules

The�generator�was�extended�to�cover�Italian,�Greek�and�Spanish�for�the�crisis�management�use�case;�in�this�section�
we�illustrate�multilinguality�with�Spanish.

Many�of�the�rules�are�language-independent�in�that�they�implement�linguistic�phenomena�independently�of�the�
target� language.� For� instance,� for�sentence�structuring,�many� languages�use�a�finite�verb�as� the�main�element�
of�a�well-formed� sentence.� Similarly,� tense�and�aspect�can�be� realized� in�many� languages�analytically,�with�
dedicated�auxiliaries,�or�synthetically,�with�morphological�a�xes.�Generic�rules�introduce�auxiliaries�or�a�xes�
at�the�dedicated�linguistic�level�of�representation.� The�adequate�lexical�or�morphological�unit�is�selected�in�a�
language-specific�lexicon�that�encodes�idiosyncratic�information.� To�handle�multilinguality,�(i)�a�multilingual�
dictionary�mapping�conceptual�units�to�language-specific�units�and�(ii)�a�language-specific�dictionary�that�describes�
the�individual�lexical�units�are�needed.�For�the�beAWARE�use�cases,�we�manually�crafted�the�multilingual�dictionary�
(255�entries),�in�which�the�keys�are�the�predicates�from�the�conceptual�templates,�and�the�values�are�lexical�units�in�
the�target�language;�for�instance,�the�predicate�locate�is�mapped�to�the�Spanish�verb�estar_VB_04�(‘be’).� In�the�
language-specific�lexicon,�lexical�units�such�as�estar_VB_04�are�described;�this�fourth�entry�for�estar�corresponds
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to a verb that has two arguments, the second being an adverb or a prepositional group. estar_VB_01 is the simple
copula, estar_VB_02 is the existential be, which has only one argument, and estar_VB_03 is the auxiliary (see e.g.
(Mille, Dasiopoulou, et al. 2019) for more details on the multilinguality of FORGe).

The most important rules added for Spanish were (i) rules introducing the surface-syntactic relations, based on
which linear order and morphological agreements are resolved, (ii) rules for gender and number agreements in
noun groups and auxiliary constructions, and (iii) word ordering rules. Note that the rules for Spanish also apply to
other Romance languages with similar features (e.g. French, Italian, etc.). For designing the rules, we followed
the approach of AnCora-UPF (Mille, Burga, et al. 2013), a Spanish dataset in which each dependency relation is
associated with a set of syntactic properties. For instance, a subject is characterized by being linearized to the left
of its governing verb (by default), by being removable, by triggering the number and person agreements on the verb,
etc. For instance, in Un fuego es detectado (lit. ‘a fire is detected’), un fuego is the subject (subj relation) of es,
is on the left of es, triggers a 3rd person singular agreement on it (ser�#� ! es3�(⌧), and the verb group is still
grammatical if un fuego is removed. During the linguistic generation stage, 27 out of the 47 relations proposed in
AnCora-UPF -namely adjunct, adv, agent, analyt_fut, analyt_pass, analyt_perf, analyt_progr, aux_phras, appos,
attr, compar, coord, coord_conj, copul, det, dobj, iobj, modal, modif, obl_compl, obl_obj, prepos, punc, quant,
relat, sub_conj, and subj- are currently supported. In order to generalize the ordering rules across languages, the
dependencies were introduced in the Spanish lexicon with details about how they are linearized with respect to
their governor (vertical ordering). For instance, the subj relation is associated information about its dependent (the
subject), i.e. that it goes by default to the left of its governor (the verb). Generic linearisation rules also apply: for
instance, for the copul dependency (such as between be and warm), pronominal dependents are linearized BEFORE
the finite verb, and the other dependents AFTER it. That is, these rules do not use the default mappings provided
in the lexicon. Sibling dependents that end up on the same side of their governor are ordered with one another
with dedicated rules (horizontal ordering). 21 rules were added to manage these horizontal orderings. They make
possible the ordering of, for instance, determiners before the adjectives, or small adverbial groups before the objects;
consider in the case of the former the determiner un and the adjective gran, both dependent of the noun fuego in un
gran fuego (lit ‘a big fire’), and both realized on its left. Finally, 18 rules for resolving the agreements between verb
and subject, adjective/determiner and noun, copulatives and subjects, etc. were implemented. For instance, in the
structure Un fuego3�"�(⇠�(⌧ y viento3�"�(⇠�(⌧ <-subj ser copul-> detectado, will be linearized and inflected
as follows: Un fuego y viento son detectados (lit. ‘A fire and wind are3�%! detected"�(⇠�%!’).

THE STATE OF THE WORK

In its current version, the presented multilingual incident generator is a prototype implementation, which generates
reports on di�erent types of incidents in English, Italian, Greek, and Spanish. For instance, the structures presented
in Figures 3 – 8, result in the following report fragment:

Eng. Strong wind and humidity have been reported in La Devesa. Risk of fire, strong wind and heat.
Fire in La Devesa. Heat has been reported in Valencia.

Sp. Se han reportado viento fuerte y humedad en La Devesa. Riesgo de fuego, viento fuerte y
calor. Fuego en La Devesa. Se ha reportado calor en Valencia.

So�far,�no�quantitative�evaluation�was�performed�on�a�crisis�management�dataset�due�to�the�low�amount�and�variety�
of�domain-specific�data�to�use�as�input�for�our�generator.�To�assess�the�impact�of�the�presented�extensions�to�FORGe�
on�the�quality�of�the�generated�outputs,�we�report�two�quantitative�evaluations:�one�on�the�WebNLG�benchmark�
(Castro�Ferreira�et�al.�2020),�a�reference�dataset�for�English�data-to-text�generation�in�which�inputs�are�very�similar�
to�the�conceptual�inputs�shown�in�this�paper,�and�one�on�a�Penn�Treebank-based�dataset�created�for�our�own�purposes�
to�assess�specifically�the�coverage�of�the�sentence-structuring�grammars�(semantics�to�deep�syntax�and�deep�syntax�
to�surface�syntax).

WebNLG�evaluation

For�the�WebNLG�shared�task�(Castro�Ferreira�et�al.�2020),�the�inputs�are�sets�of�DBpedia�triples�from�di�erent�
domains;�these�triples�(e.g.�Location(Paris,�France),�or�Author(Alice’s�Adventures�in�Wonderland,�Lewis�Carroll))�
are�comparable�to�the�information�that�FORGe�receives�from�the�KB.�2�or�3�target�texts�per�triple�set�were�collected�
via�human�annotation,�and�one�randomly�picked�text�per�triple�is�used�as�reference�for�both�automatic�and�human�
evaluations.� In�the�following,�we�compare�on�the�WebNLG�2020�dataset�the�updated�version�of�FORGe,�with,�
as�baseline,�FORGe�before�undergoing�the�improvements.�We�report�scores�according�to�BLEU�(Papineni�et�al.
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2002),3 and more semantics-oriented metrics, which also take into account meanings, namely METEOR (Banerjee
and Lavie 2005) and BERTScore-F1 (Zhang et al. 2020). According to the automatic evaluation results, shown in
Table 1 (calculated on 1,780 texts), the increase of performance of FORGe is clearly visible on all metrics: +7.1%
for BLEU, +2.5% for METEOR and +1.4% on BERTScore.

BLEU METEOR BERT
FORGe 40.57 0.373 0.943
Baseline 37.89 0.364 0.930

Table 1. WebNLG’20 dataset, automatic evaluation results (English).

According to the human assessment, the improvement of the generator is also visible. For the human evaluation, 178
of the 1,780 texts used in the automatic evaluation (10%) were used, and human evaluators were asked to rate each
text based on 5 criteria respectively called Data Coverage, Relevance, Correctness, Text Structure and Fluency. For
each criterion, all the systems participating to the shared task are clustered into groups within which the normalized
scores are not statistically di�erent, resulting in 4 to 6 “quality” groups for each criterion. FORGe ranked 3 times in
the first group, once in the second group, and once in the third, while the baseline ranked at best in the second
group. In order to qualify the improvements, we report the raw scores assigned by the evaluators in Table 2.

Data coverage Relevance Correctness Text structure Fluency Average
Human 95.44 94.39 94.15 92.11 89.85 93.19
FORGe 92.89 93.78 91.79 87.4 82.4 89.66
Baseline 92.01 92.59 90.14 85.74 80.94 88.29

Cluster ranking
Human 1 1 1 1 1 N/A
FORGe 1 1 1 2 3 N/A
Baseline 2 2 2 2 4 N/A

Table�2.� WebNLG’20�dataset,�human�evaluation�results�(English,�max.� score�is�100,�best�cluster�ranking�is�1).

Given�the�notorious�issues�with�automatic�metrics�for�evaluating�text�generation�systems,�human�evaluations�are� 
considered�the�reference�evaluation.� The�average�scores�of�the�participants�at�WebNLG�ranged�from�76.61�to�93.27,� 
while�human-written�texts�achieved�an�average�score�of�(only)�93.19.� The�best�systems�were�the�ones�using�huge� 
pre-trained�language�models�fine-tuned�on�the�shared�task�data,�which�would�not�be�able�to�generate�accurate�texts� 
in�the�crisis�management�domain.� Overall,�FORGe�obtained�rather�high�results,�being�ranked�in�the�first�cluster�(i.e.� 
among�the�best�systems)�for�the�two�most�crucial�criteria,�namely�Data�coverage�and�Correctness,�which�assess�to� 
what�extent�the�systems�generate�all�the�expected�information�and�only�the�expected�information.� However,�both� 
versions�of�the�system�ranked�rather�low�for�Fluency�(how�well�the�text�flows),�which�is�a�criterion�for�which�it�is� 
very�di�cult�to�compete�with�statistical�generators,�which�are�known�to�be�able�to�replicate�quite�well�the�fluency�of� 
human-written�texts.� Note�however�than�13�out�15�participants�used�statistical�generators,�and�FORGe�outperforms� 
some�of�them�for�this�criterion.

Penn�Treebank�evaluation

We�use�the�whole�evaluation�section�(2,399�sentences)�of�the�dependency�version�of�the�Penn�Treebank�(Johansson� 
and�Nugues�2007),�converted�to�predicate-argument�structures,�using�the�semantic�analyzer�described�in�(Mille,� 
Carlini,�Latorre,�et�al.�2017).� The�task�is�thus�to�reconstruct�each�original�sentence�starting�from�the�predicate-
argument�structure.� This� time,� the�baseline�and� the�updated�FORGe�only�di�er�by� their�sentence�structuring�
grammars,4�which�are�the�core�of�the�generation�pipeline,�so�as�to�specifically�assess�their�quality.� The�inputs�on� 
this�dataset�consist�of�single�sentences�(i.e.� no�aggregation�takes�place)�but�exhibit�a�considerably�larger�variety�in� 
terms�of�vocabulary�and�sentential�complexity�than�WebNLG.�The�result�using�the�BLEU�metric�shows�a�score�of� 
39.84,�which�is�>25%�above�the�original�FORGe�generator�(31.78),�indicating�that�the�coverage�of�the�sentence� 
structuring�grammars�has�been�significantly�improved.

3The�BLEU�metric�has�been�originally�introduced�to�assess�the�quality�of�machine�translation;�nowadays,�it�is�also�commonly�used�in�text� 
generation.� The�BLEU�score�reveals�how�similar�a�generated�sentence�is�to�a�“gold”�(or�ground�truth)�sentence�written�starting�from�the�same� 
content�by�a�human.

4The�grammars�that�perform�the�transitions�between�semantics�and�deep�syntax,�and�between�deep�syntax�and�surface�syntax.� All�other� 
grammars�are�the�same�as�the�baseline’s.
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Discussion

The evaluations show encouraging results, but as the illustration above also shows, the report quality still needs to be
improved. In particular, the discourse coherence would benefit from a broader coverage content aggregation across
di�erent types of incidents (in the example above, the statement on the fire in La Devesa can be also aggregated
with the information on the wind and humidity in the same location in order to make the text more fluent). More
diverse lexical choice would also contribute to the perceived quality of a report. Thus, in the example above, the
substitution of the second occurrence of the verb reported by one of its (quasi-)synonyms in this context (e.g.,
witnessed) would be a plus. The next version of the generator will take these issues into account.
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